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A: 14. is not an error code that will appear with an installation, it's something else. After you get past that, there will be more error messages at the beginning of the installation, like an error message about too many files being created. A: This error code I have encountered error in my C# program. It didn't show up during the installation of the program. The error code was ERROR_BAD_EXE_FORMAT and the exact
error message was The file is not a valid Win32 application. You should be able to figure out a solution for this because this error doesn't relate to an installation process. Q: Visual Studio build error: System.AccessViolationException: Attempted to read or write protected memory. This is often an indication I am getting a build error when compiling on a machine that uses a multi-core machine, rather than an "hyper-v"

type of virtualisation. I have the following message: System.AccessViolationException: Attempted to read or write protected memory. This is often an indication that other memory is corrupt. at System.IO.FileStream.WriteBuffer(Int32 offset, Array args, Boolean fSync) at System.IO.Stream.Seek(Int64 offset, SeekOrigin origin) at System.IO.Stream.Seek(Double value, SeekOrigin origin) at
Microsoft.VisualStudio.TextTemplating.VSHost.DoPExtensionTicks(FileInfo fi) at Microsoft.VisualStudio.TextTemplating.VSHost.FastExtensions.DoPExtensionTicks() at Microsoft.VisualStudio.TextTemplating.VSHost.ProjectExtensions.GenerateTarget() at Microsoft.VisualStudio.TextTemplating.VSHost.ProjectExtensions.GenerateTarget(TemplateContext ctx) So far I have not found much on this topic. I guess it

is more of a program issue than a VS issue. A: Got it - I was in the middle of a merge. One branch used the old code, the other was updated. I tried to merge them and the code was corrupt in some way. I deleted the code from 3da54e8ca3
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